
Next Gen AI Powered Candidate Interview 
& Assessment Platform

AI Chat & Voice Based Interview Evaluator (CBIE)

Facial Recognition & Voice Verification

Candidate Assessment Center

Interview Scheduling and Coordination

Benchmarking Employee Skills

Digital Scorecard

It quickly identifies top talent, ensuring shortlisting of the best candidate. Get customized candidate assessments in 
seconds with AI-generated interview summaries and candidate scorecard. CBIE can conduct interviews with multiple 
candidates simultaneously, saving hiring managers time and organizational resources. Interviews can be conducted in any 
language and across skill sets, including IT, Operations, Finance etc.

Our proprietary AI performs in depth candidate screening and verification. Interviewers receive real-time candidate 
verification data with VeriKlick’s biometric technology. During a live video interview, candidates are verified with biometric 
signals – matching their face, voice, and other identifiers with the interviewee. Interviewers also receive live verification 
data throughout the meeting so they can confidently verify and shortlist the right candidates.

VeriKlick has a built in Assessment Capabilities, including Coding Testing, Functional Testing, Psychometric and so on. 
Client Hiring Teams can use the AI to generate questions or use their own questions. Very simple to use, clients can carry 
out a large number of tests simultaneously. It is designed to work with low bandwidth in case candidates are in remote 
locations

Multiple clients are using Veriklick’s Interview Coordination Functio. System automatically uses the Recruiter and/or the 
Hiring Manager’s availability from their calendars and shares the available options with the candidate. Meeting 
notifications are shared with the Recruiters and other stakeholders as specified in configuration

Understand the skill proficiency level of candidates based on your organization and the industry's standard level. VeriKlick 
will help identify the skills gap, where their competency is falling short VeriKlick will provide feedback, including the skills 
that the workforce needs to be trained in and the institutes where that training will be provided

What you measure is what you get. The VeriKlicks Scorecard is a structured evaluation tool used in the assessment of job 
candidates during the interview process. It can be used to objectively rate candidates' suitability for a position based on 
pre-determined criteria and competencies, based on the AI feedback.
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